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Abstract

     The technology of Block chain is fundamentally a record of the distributed database or it is a 
public ledger of all the dealings or proceedings that are executed digitally and shared with other 
entries that are participating. Every transaction made in the public ledger is certified by mutual 
agreement of all the contributors in the arrangement. And after the entry of the information, it 
can never be erased. Each transaction made in the system can be easily verified and recorded in 
the case of Block chain technology.

     I propose a secure protocol system for Nodes or Blocks present in the Block Chain network.

     The numbers of Node will be connected into single network which will be called as Block.En-
tire data will be passed through this Networks therefore more possibility to hack this network 
by the inturder and that may cause a major defeat. Accordingly by implementing this propose 
system it is possible to avoid this loss.

   In Block Chain network node communications consistently get coped and illegal operation 
performs if it happened then there will be a probability to go for massive catastrophe. So ,that 
security in protocol of Block need to be improve and implement so that the proposed article will 
help to cross check the sender and receiver node which keep the security up and maintain the 
variation in data handling.

How to Secure Node in Block Chain Technology

   A Block Chain is appending only, cryptographically secured, distributed and replicated store of 
records. In other words we can say that Block chain is a decentralized computation and information 
sharing platform that enables multiple authoritative domains, which do not trust each other, to co-op-
erate, co-ordinate and collaborate in a rational decision making.
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Figure 1: The working of Block Chain.

Limitations 

•	 In ability to process large amount of transactions within the own Block Chain Network.
•	 No incentives for being Non- mining Full Node. 
•	 Growth of ledger makes it difficult and expensive for them to maintain Full Node.
•	 Lack of proper documentation.
•	 Security Vulnerabilities arises due to bugs.

Conclusion

     Each transaction is stored on a block connected to the others using hashing techniques, which gives Block Chain a tighter securities. 
It stores transactions using the SHA-256 hashing algorithm.

     The fact that Block Chain databases are kept on every Node of the Network creates a storage problem, as the volume of transactions 
rises, more storage space will be needed.

    Block Chain Technologies decentralized structure makes it impossible to tamper with data; any change will be reflected across all 
Nodes, making it impossible to commit fraud. As a result transactions can be said to be tamper proof.

    Block Chain Technology plays an important role in next generation technologies. So, data security plays an important role in this 
Platform. Here signals is send in the form of data to the Block in which the data is get transfer for one Block to another. In mean over 
the network if data or signal is get altered by intruder then it will highly impact on transactions. It will cause a big damage to the Block 
or node so to overcome this some work is get proposed in which the encryption-decryption techniques are used to make the data 
secured. 

    To improve this Sender side and Receiver side conformation and encryption scheme in which the data is get transfer to the user 
with highly encryption and key transfer technique so that the data in network is remain secured consistently. Subsequently system 
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will also check for the sender side and receiver side terminal. On condition that the sender side terminal is right as well as receiver 
side terminal is also right then cross verification of sender and receiver done as well otherwise reject the command for connecting the 
nodes and Blocks so that the article take part in maintaining the data security additionally perform their responsibility in respect of 
any types of attacks. 
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